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SAN Licensing 

The industry’s most cost-efficient, transparent 
solution for TLS SAN licensing 
With other certificate authorities and providers, Subject Alternative 
Name (or SAN) bundling is complex and expensive. If you don’t use 
a certificate for its full validity period, you lose it – effectively leaving 
money on the table. If you need multiple certificates for the same 
Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN), you have to pay by the 
certificate, which can add up fast. 

GlobalSign’s SAN licensing model is unique in its flexibility and 
simplicity. Different from the traditional per-certificate pricing, you are 
only charged once and only for active SANS, which is ideal for 
changing environments. Want to reuse a decommissioned or 
short-term SAN? Or need 100 certificates with the same SAN? Go 
ahead and spin up as many certs as you need. You’ll only be 
charged once. 

As global digitization efforts ramp up and the number of servers and 
other entities needing to be secured continues to rise, we’ve also 
made it easy to prorate your license and increase it as needed. 
Whether your SANs are doubling – or tripling – year over year, 
GlobalSign’s innovative SAN licensing model is designed to scale for 
maximum enterprise agility. 

SAN Licensing is great for companies that: 

■ Need to secure servers for shorter periods of time (e.g. less 
than 4-6 months on average) 

■ Need to support trial accounts or other limited use servers 
■ Want flexibility to trade in unused SANs and re-use them for  

new FQDNs 
■ Want a varying mix of Wildcard and FQDN SANs 
■ Need multiple certificates containing the same FQDN 

Why use GlobalSign to manage your SANs and certificates? It’s: 

■ Flexible – Add or remove SANs and Wildcards easily and be 
able to recycle old SANs and replace with new ones for no 
additional cost. 

■ Easy-to-use – Manage it all through an intuitive platform and 
intelligent reporting. 

■ Cost-effective – Administrators can support their end users 
by giving them trial accounts and certificates without 
impacting their bottom-line. 

BENEFITS 

■ FLEXIBILITY TO FIT YOUR 
UNIQUE BUSINESS 
REQUIREMENTS 
Whether you need to quickly spin 
up trial and short-term certificates 
or trade unused SANs for new 
FQDNs, GlobalSign’s innovative 
SAN Licensing model makes it 
easy 

■ TRANSPARENT PRICING 
GlobalSign’s innovative SAN 
licensing model is ideal for 
customers that want to secure the 
same server with multiple certs 
(load balancers, etc.) – without 
having to worry about additional 
fees or upcharges 

■ RECYCLE LICENSES 
THROUGHOUT CERTIFICATE 
LIFECYCLE 
When you're done with a SAN (or 
domain) for any given reason, 
simply cancel or revoke the 
certificate and you get your license 
back 

■ INTELLIGENT REPORTING 
THROUGH MANAGED SSL 
PLATFORM 
Easily see how many allotted 
SANs are currently being used 
and generate usage reports 
on-demand 



Learn more about 
Auto Enrollment Gateway

Learn more about 
Digital Signing Service
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The flexibility your business demands – and deserves 
To set up SAN licensing through GlobalSign you would pay a flat fee for a set number of active SANs – 
simply add or remove SANs or Wildcards as needed and replace old ones without incurring more costs. 
This arrangement not only provides greater flexibility, it makes budgeting and cost estimation much easier. 

Companies opting for a SAN licensing model can easily see how many allotted SANs are currently being 
used. From within the GlobalSign certificate manager, administrators can click the “View SAN License 
Usage” button on the home screen to generate a report. 

Whether it’s managing your organization’s SANs other certificate types – such as digital signing and 
S/MIME – no other Certificate Authority gives you the flexibility and control that GlobalSign does. 

About GlobalSign US: +1 877 775 4562 sales@globalsign.com 
UK: +44 1622 766766 www.globalsign.com

GlobalSign is the leading provider of trusted identity and security solutions enabling EU: +32 16 89 19 00
businesses, large enterprises, cloud service providers and IoT innovators around the 
world to secure online communications, manage millions of verified digital identities and 
automate authentication and encryption. Its high-scale Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
and identity solutions support the billions of services, devices, people and things 
comprising the Internet of Everything (IoE). 
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